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Mini-Breaks Become More Popular and VIA Rail Canada Responds 
 

As the society we live in gets busier and more productive, it seems to be leaving some important parts of life 

behind.  Fortunately for us, one of them is not their vacations.  People are, in many cases, modifying how they 

take those vacations.   

 

One option has been the "staycation", which is where people forgo a real vacation and stay home and do 

laundry, mow the lawn, clean the kitchen and maybe, just as a staycation highlight, paint a room in the house 

(that is my take anyway).  However, the sensibilities of many are directing them to increase the number of 

vacations but lower the number of days/nights away from work and home. 

 

According to the New York Times and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, people are more likely to take one or two 

days off instead of blocks of full weeks off.  The trend toward shorter vacations is more commonly found in 

white-collar jobs where workers have specific knowledge that cannot be easily duplicated by co-workers filling 

in.  Such workers may also have an easier time slipping away for more frequent brief breaks because they can 

remain in touch with their offices via cell phones, BlackBerrys, and laptop computers. 

 

A survey of 1,003 workers across the United States by the Families and Work Institute in New York City 

showed that 14 percent took vacations of two weeks or more during the year while 37 percent took vacations 

shorter than seven days. The same study found 43 percent of workers felt “overwhelmed by everything they 

have to do” when they return from holidays. 

  

For a broad selection of touring programs featuring VIA Rail's services, you know there is the VIA's packages 

website.  The site uses a multi-faceted search engine that allows you, after identifying your clients' country of 

origin, to find vacation packages based on such categories as the VIA Rail service involved, the potential dates 

of travel, and the price level of the overall vacation.  For a step-by-step overview explaining the functionality 

of this website in more detail, click here now. 

  

However, now there is the VIA Rail Getaway option.  Select from some destinations located in Ottawa and 

Quebec provinces and the VIA Getaway engine will lead you through your clients' adventure with easy.  The 

distinguishing feature of this tool versus the full-blown packages website is the fact that it focuses on the 

needs of those in search of a mini-break instead of a much longer escape. 

 

Check out the VIA Getaway search engine now! 


